STATE BANK OF INDIA – AMARAVATI CIRCLE

IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION

ENGAGEMENT OF RETIRED OFFICERS (SCALE I TO V) OF THE BANK, E-ABs/PSBs AT DSH & RBO OF FINANCIAL INCLUSION MICRO MANAGEMENT (FIMM) NETWORK AS BUSINESS CORRESPONDENT FACILITATOR (BCF) / EXECUTIVE (MARKETING) /EXECUTIVE(RECOVERY) ON CONTRACT BASIS.

Applications are invited from retired officers in the Scale of I to V, who retired from the Bank/e-ABs/PSBs on attaining superannuation and should not have completed 64 years of age as on 01.06.2020 for engagement as Business Correspondent Facilitator (BCF)/Executive(Marketing)/Executive(Recovery) on contract basis.

Terms of Engagement

a). The official should be appointed for one year and reviewed annually based on their performance and feedback.
b). The services of the personnel should be extended for a maximum period of two years or attaining 65 years of age.
c). Bank may terminate/cancel the contract of the engagement at any time without assigning any reason whatsoever with an option of 30 days of notice period or payment/surrender of remuneration in lieu thereof.

2. The applicant should have retired with good health and track record and should not have undergone any punishment in the Bank during their service. Officers, who have been retired under Voluntary Retirement Scheme, Compulsory Retirement Scheme and dismissed/terminated by the bank are not eligible to apply.

Vacancy Position:

a. One retired officer will be identified as Business Correspondent Facilitator (BCF) for each 75 CSPs. Requirement of retired staff for this purpose is 33.
b. Each FIMM District Sales Hub (DSH) will have two retired officers for Loans sourcing as Executive(Marketing). Requirement for this purpose is 32.
c. Each FIMM Regional Business Office (RBO) will have two retired officers as Executive(Recovery) for NPA war room. Requirement for this purpose is 14.

Total requirement of retired staff is 79.

3. Details of FIMM DSHs & RBOs are enclosed as Annexure-1. The terms & conditions, details of remuneration and other duties of engagement of retired officers are detailed in Annexures 2(A), 2(B) and 2(C).
4. Applicant residing at area where the RBO/DSH located is desirable. Preference will be given to the officials those who have earlier worked in FI, Marketing and NPA loans recovery. Retired officials, who are eligible as per the requirement by Bank as above mentioned can apply as per the application attached herewith as Annexure-3.

5. Applicants who want to apply for these posts can send the applications after duly filling and enclosing the required documents to the undermentioned address not later than by 11.05.2020. Advance scanned copy of the duly filled application can be forwarded to the mail address agmphr.lhoand@sbi.co.in for information.

6. Candidates can apply for one or more posts and may indicate place of preference for place and post.

7. Selection of eligible candidates will be done through Interview by the committee.

8. Reservation will be applicable as per Government Of India guidelines as under:

   For SCs : 15%.
   For STs :  7%.
   For OBCs : 27%.
   For EWS : 10%.
   For PWD :  4%.
   (Divyangjan)

i. Vacancies reserved for OBC category are available to OBC candidates belonging to “Non-creamy layer”. Candidates belonging to OBC category but coming in “Creamy Layer” are not entitled for any relaxation/reservation available to OBC category. OBC category candidates should submit the OBC certificate on the format prescribed by Govt. of India, containing “Non-Creamy Layer” clause.

ii. Reservation for Economically Weaker Section (EWS) in recruitment is governed by Office Memorandum No.360391/1/2019-Estt (Res) dt.31.01.2019 of Department of Personnel & Training, Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievance & Pensions, Govt. of India.

*************
CONTACT NUMBERS: 1. Shri. A. Venkata Ramaiah, DGM(FI&MF) - 9480836897.
2. Smt. P. Anuradha, AGM(HR) - 9676759560.

Address for correspondence:
Assistant General Manager(HR)
State Bank of India, 2nd Floor
Amaravati Local Head Office
Gunfoundry
HYDERABAD – 500 001.

Enclosures:
(self-attested photocopies to be enclosed to the application and original certificates will be verified during interview)
01. Certificate/letter given by the employer at the time of retirement.
02. Service Certificate issued by the employer at the time of retirement.
03. PAN Card.
04. Adhaar Card
05. Residence proof.
06. Caste certificate (if applicable only)
07. Appreciation letters/certificates given by the institution if any.

**************************************************************************